
1. Introduction
The storm-time electrodynamics of the equatorial and low latitude ionosphere is significantly modified 
from quiet-time behavior due to additional disturbances caused due to the magnetospheric convection elec-
tric fields, substorm related electric fields and outflow of auroral thermospheric winds to mid and low 
latitudes due to Joule heating at high latitudes (e.g., Kamide & Chian, 2007; Spiro et  al.,  1988). During 
geomagnetic storms, the convection electric field of the magnetospheric origin promptly penetrates to the 
equator as prompt penetration (PP) electric field through propagation of transverse magnetic mode in the 

Abstract We present the distinct responses of the nighttime ionosphere due to an intense and 
long lasting geomagnetic storm of December 19–21, 2015 using a chain of ionosondes from magnetic 
equator to anomaly crest region over India. The observations exhibited unique features throughout the 
night including dawn and dusk sectors. The results showed twin episodes of pre-reversal enhancement 
(PRE) in dusk sector associated with oscillatory vertical plasma drift due to shielding electric field that 
produced briefly post-sunset equatorial spread F (ESF) irregularities. Accordingly, relative dominance of 
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and auroral electrojet (AE) related electric field fluctuations in vertical 
and zonal drifts at different times are investigated throughout the night. Also the application of wavelet/
wavelet coherence analysis on interplanetary and geomagnetic conditions and ionospheric data showed 
distinct relationships. The results showed that vertical drift is in phase with interplanetary electric fields 
(IEFy) with period of ∼30 min at ∼18:30 IST (13:00 UT) that drives first PRE whereas ∼60 min period 
in AE which is in phase with vertical drifts drives second PRE at ∼20:30 IST (15:00 UT). However, other 
short term periods in vertical drifts are in phase with IEFy and AE at other times suggesting that both 
are contributing to the drift variations. The simultaneous upliftment of F layer at all stations producing 
fresh ESF irregularities in the dawn sector is attributed to the unique electrodynamical response of the 
Indian low latitude stations to the eastward disturbance dynamo electric fields (DDEFs). These results are 
also in concomitant with satellite observations and thermospheric ionospheric electrodynamics general 
circulation model (TIE-GCM) drifts.

Plain Language Summary The electrodynamics at equatorial and low latitude ionosphere 
is significantly modified during geomagnetic storms due to convection electric fields and auroral 
thermospheric winds at high latitudes. While signatures of prompt penetration electric fields can be seen 
instantly in the equatorial ionosphere as undershielding or overshielding electric fields, the thermospheric 
winds and its associated disturbance electric fields reach the equator with a delay depending upon their 
propagation speeds. Our observations showed twin episodes of pre-reversal enhancement (PRE) in the 
dusk sector which is attributed to undershielding and overshielding conditions respectively during an 
intense geomagnetic storm of December 19–20, 2015. In the midnight to post-midnight, the h'F (km) and 
drifts have undergone several oscillations with their highest peaks occurring in the dawn sector. The most 
striking feature is the enhancement in virtual height in the dawn sector and associated drifts during the 
recovery phase. Further analysis indicates varied impacts of IEFy and AE index on the vertical plasma 
drift oscillations at short and long periods. In addition, presence of large upward vertical plasma drift and 
occurrence of fresh plasma irregularities as seen in the dawn sector could be linked to the strong eastward 
disturbance dynamo (DD) electric field.
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Earth-Ionosphere waveguide (e.g., Kikuchi, 1986) with the eastward and westward polarities during the day 
and night respectively (e.g., Kikuchi et al., 1996; Sastri, 1988; Spiro et al., 1988). This adds to the existing so-
lar quiet (Sq) electric fields to make equatorial ionospheric electrodynamics very unique. This also either en-
hances or reduces the existing upward plasma drift in the dusk sector which could ultimately cause Raleigh 
Taylor (RT) instability to either to grow leading to the generation of equatorial spread-F (ESF) irregularities 
or their suppression (e.g., Abdu et al., 1981; Fejer et al., 1991). The ESF irregularities are generated in a 
complex way that encompasses a wide range of scale size of density irregularities. It is believed that the ESF 
irregularities develop through the RT inter-change instability mechanism acting on the seed perturbations 
in the density and polarization electric field generated by the gravity waves at the bottomside of the sharply 
rising post-sunset F layer. The eastward thermospheric zonal wind in the evening hours generates vertical 
polarization electric field in the F layer that has strong longitudinal gradient across the sunset terminator 
due to the decay in the E layer conductivity toward the night side. This condition leads to the development 
of pre-reversal enhancement (PRE; e.g., Abdu et  al.,  2003; Farley et  al.,  1986; Fejer et  al.,  1991; Heelis 
et al., 1974; Kelley et al., 2014; Rishbeth, 1971). As these irregularities evolve non-linearly to higher altitudes 
and bifurcate, these irregularities can also be detected instantaneously at lower latitudes and anomaly crest 
regions. The storm time thermospheric winds, waves and its associated disturbance dynamo (DD) electric 
fields also influence the equator, however, with a delay depending upon their propagation speeds (e.g., Ara-
ki et al., 1985; Blanc & Richmond, 1980; Fejer et al., 1983). The order of this time delay is from few hours to 
few days after the onset of geomagnetic storm. The zonal component of disturbance dynamo electric fields 
during daytime is in westward and is opposite to the quiet time ionospheric dynamo electric field which is 
eastward during daytime, while it is in eastward direction in the night where quiet time zonal electric field is 
in westward direction (e.g., Blanc & Richmond. 1980). For PP electric field, the imbalance between Region-1 
(R1) and Region-2 (R2) field-aligned currents (FACs) and their horizontal closure currents play significant 
role and may directly be related to the solar wind parameters (e.g., Kelley et al., 1979; Kikuchi et al., 1996; 
Sastri et al., 1992). In addition, the PP electric fields may also be penetrated under the different phases of 
magnetic storm due to sudden changes in the polarity of Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF Bz; i.e., south-
ward and northward; e.g., Abdu et al., 1998; Astafyeva et el., 2018; Cherniak & Zakharenkova, 2016; Huang 
et al., 2007; Kikuchi et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2014; Ram Singh & Sripathi, 2017; Ram Singh et al., 2015; Sastri 
et al., 1992, 2000). As the arrival time and phases of the PP and DD electric fields and winds and waves are 
distinctly different, it is possible to separate their contributions. But when the geomagnetic storm is pro-
longed for a long duration, it is difficult to identify these sources properly as all the above mentioned factors 
will be playing their roles at different times. In addition, Abdu et al. (1998) have suggested that low latitude 
electrodynamics under geomagnetic storms modifies the vertical polarization electric fields significantly. 
They surmised that vertical polarization electric field can arise due to combination of the following process-
es: (a) Hall conduction, (b) neutral wind dynamo and (c) vertical currents arising from divergence of hori-
zontal (zonal) currents. These combinations can cause storm-time fluctuations in both zonal and vertical 
drifts at equatorial and low latitudes (that is anti-correlated to each other). Also, background neutral density 
and conductivity play significant roles in deciding how much they impact the equatorial and low latitudes. 
Also since the quiet time electric fields are modified significantly from time to time, day-to-day and season, 
it is very difficult to isolate the contributions of quiet time variabilities from storm time variability. It is only 
possible to estimate individual contributions to a certain extent. Chakrabarty et al. (2008) have investigated 
a case of geomagnetic storm event in this respect on how to separate the different effects of interplanetary 
electric fields (IEFy) and substorm generated auroral electrojet (AE) electric fields on pre-mid night time 
equatorial F layer using airglow and ionosonde measurements. They identified the effects of IEFy and AE 
index in the equatorial F layer height using the FFT and its phase analysis techniques.

Over the equatorial region, the dawn and dusk sector electrodynamics are very important and play signif-
icant role in causing post-sunset and post-midnight equatorial plasma irregularities. As the terminators 
across dawn and dusk sectors provide sharp density gradients, these sectors are usually conducive for gen-
eration of strong polarization electric fields. There are significant similarities in the electrodynamics during 
dawn and dusk sectors (e.g., Kelley et al., 2014). During the post sunset and pre-sunrise periods, F region 
vertical plasma drifts are primarily driven by zonal electric field formed as a part of polarization electric 
field developed due to the thermospheric winds and sharp conductivity gradients in the E-region (e.g., Fejer 
et al., 1991). The vertical plasma drift due to primary zonal electric field is generally upward in the daytime 
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and downward in the nighttime during magnetically quiet time. Past studies on the vertical/zonal plasma 
drifts around the sunset and sunrise hours suggest that they are dominated by both E and F region dynamos 
due to day and night transition (e.g., Farley et al., 1986; Fejer et al., 1999; Prabhakaran Nayar et al., 2009; 
Rishbeth, 1971; Sekar & Kelley, 1998). Their studies suggested that zonal electric field pushes the F layer to 
higher altitudes in the presence of a sharply depleting E region conductivity and polarization electric field 
in the dawn and dusk terminators (e.g., Farley et al., 1986).

Further, it is known that the nocturnal zonal and vertical electric fields over the equatorial region are also 
significantly affected by the geomagnetic storms and substorms (e.g., Abdu et al., 1998; Kelley et al., 2003; 
Reddy et al., 1979, 1990; Sastri, 2002). Accordingly, the generation and inhibition of plasma irregularities 
at equatorial and low latitudes are also significantly affected by geomagnetic storms. While occurrence of 
equatorial plasma irregularities have been attributed mainly to the RT instability process, low latitude plas-
ma irregularities can be attributed to the mapping of equatorial plasma irregularities and in situ generation 
of plasma irregularities at the edges of sharp density gradients generated during geomagnetic storms. Reddy 
et al. (1990) reported the characteristics of disturbed electric fields and showed importance of substorms 
on the electric fields at low and mid-latitudes. They suggested that the virtual height (h′F) enhancements 
at five Japanese stations are due to the magnetospheric substorms related to eastward electric field in the 
morning sector. Kelley et al. (2014) have reported few quiet time observations of sunrise enhancement in 
the vertical plasma drift using the Communication/Navigation Outage Forecasting System (C/NOFS) sat-
ellite. Statistical analysis of quite time results using ROCSAT1 vertical drifts in the dawn sector has showed 
frequent occurrence of pre-sunrise enhancement during June solstice but least during winter reported (e.g., 
Zhang et al., 2015, 2016). They suggested that increase of drifts in the dawn sector could be related to dif-
ferences in the lag time of sunset in the conjugate E regions across the hemispheres. However, our obser-
vations as presented in this paper suggest that vertical plasma drift could be enhanced during pre-sunrise 
hours as well in winter solstice that is linked to an intense geomagnetic storm of December 19–20, 2015. 
Also our observations show anti-correlation of vertical drifts with zonal drifts that is reported in South 
America (Abdu et al., 1998). In the present study, an attempt has been made to delineate the effects of IEFy 
(storm related) and AE (substorm-related) electric field perturbations on equatorial F region zonal and 
vertical electric fields during December 20, 2015 night when both storm and substorms were present simul-
taneously. We also try to understand the causes for twin episodes of PRE in the dusk sector and causes for 
unusual height enhancement in the pre-sunrise hours at an equatorial station at Tirunelveli over India dur-
ing this third strongest geomagnetic storm of solar cycle-24 namely December 19–21, 2015 where the Dst 
index reached its peak (minimum) value of −175 nT. The relationships between solar wind and equatorial 
ionospheric parameters during this magnetic storm have been thoroughly examined here where the vertical 
(zonal) plasma drift variations during the sunset and pre sunrise hours were having unusual fluctuations/
oscillations and anti-correlating each other. While post-sunset electrodynamics during quiet and storm time 
have been studied through observations and theory, height enhancement during pre-sunrise hours and 
their causative mechanisms are not well understood during both quiet and disturbed periods. Also we note 
that though number of studies have been made on the pre-sunrise PRE in the recent past, their studies were 
mostly related to electrodynamics of quiet times. In addition, we also present results based on thermospher-
ic ionospheric electrodynamics general circulation model (TIE-GCM) to validate our observations and also 
investigate the model analysis to provide additional insights.

2. Data Sets
The solar wind parameters namely solar wind dynamic pressure, solar wind velocity, interplanetary electric 
and magnetic fields are obtained from the CDAWeb (http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The temporal resolution 
of solar wind parameters is 1 min. The geomagnetic activity indices such as symmetric component of ring 
current (SYM-H), AE, and Kp indices are obtained from the World Data Center (WDC), Kyoto univer-
sity. Three Canadian advanced digital ionosondes (CADIs) located at Tirunelveli (8.73°N, 77.70°E; geom 
0.34°N), an equatorial station, Hyderabad (17.36°N, 78.47°E; geom 8.76°N), a low latitude station and Al-
lahabad (25.3°N, 81.5°E; geom 16.5°N) which is located in the northern edge of the equatorial ionization 
anomaly (EIA) crest region in India are analyzed for ionospheric parameters such as h′F, foF2 and Doppler 
drift. The ionograms are manually scaled for these ionospheric parameters at 10 min time interval over the 
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Tirunelveli and Hyderabad and 5 min time interval overAllahabad during the quiet and storm periods. Also, 
the Doppler drift mode of observations at few selected frequencies namely 2–8 MHz at Tirunelveli is op-
erated at 1 min interval in addition to ionogram mode continuously. This provides drift information about 
zonal, vertical and meridional directions. The strength of equatorial electrojet (EEJ) is measured by the 
difference of horizontal component of geomagnetic field that is ∆HTIR and ∆HABG (∆HTIR −∆HABG) between 
two pairs of ground-based magnetometers located at equatorial station Tirunelveli (8.73°N, 77.70°E) and off 
equatorial station at Alibag (18.5°N, 72.9°E) over Indian longitude respectively after correcting for base line 
in the midnight (e.g., Rastogi & Klobuchar, 1990).

3. Results
3.1. Interplanetary and Geomagnetic Conditions on December 19–21, 2015

An intense geomagnetic storm has occurred during December 19–21, 2015 with the Dst minimum value 
of ∼−175 nT, when the two earth-directed asymmetrical full-halo Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) hit the 
Earth on December 19 at 15:30 UT. Both asymmetrical full-halo CMEs were observed by SOHO/LASCO 
C2 coronagraph imageries on December 16. The first CME was observed in C2 imagery beginning on De-
cember 16 at 09:24 UT. The second CME associated with a filament eruption was first observed in corona-
graph imagery at December 16 at 14:36 UT. Both CMEs were Earth-directed and arrived at Earth later on 
December 19. The CMEs from December 16 probably merged in the interplanetary medium and impacted 
the Earth on December 19 at 15:28 UT and produced intense geomagnetic storm. This storm was the third 
major storm of the solar cycle-24 and also third major storm in 2015.

Figures 1a–1f gives a general overview of interplanetary and geomagnetic conditions during the December 
19–21, 2015. It can be seen that how the onset of intense geomagnetic storm takes place at around ∼15:30 
UT on December 19 when two asymmetrical full-halo CMEs hit the Earth's magnetosphere and how the 
magnetospheric conditions were abruptly changed (vertical green line indicates CME hitting time with 
Earth's magnetosphere on December 19). The solar wind Pressure (Psw) increased abruptly from ∼2 to 
20 nPa, solar wind velocity (Vsw) reached from ∼350 to 500 km/sec and Bz component of interplanetary 
magnetic field showed mostly northward orientation on December 19. Slowly the IMF Bz (Figure 1c) start-
ed fluctuating between north and south between 15:30 and 04:00 UT on December 19–20. On December 
20, at around 04:30 UT, IMF Bz sharply turned from north to south reached its peak value of −16 nT, and it 
has prolonged for ∼36 h in the southward direction until 18:00 UT on December 21. When the IMF Bz was 
fluctuating from north to south, intensification of auroral activities were noticed which is an indication of 
substorm activity. During the main phase of the magnetic storm, AE index shows an enhancement in its 
value and the maximum value it reached is ∼18:00 nT on December 20 (Figure 1d). The sharp reduction in 
SYM-H at ∼04:30 UT marked the starting of main phase. Initially it was moderate geomagnetic storm with 
the intensity of SYM-H value ∼−88 nT at 08:30 UT and later SYM-H reached its peak (minimum) value of 
∼−175 nT at 23:00 UT on December 20 (Figure 1e). Figure 1f shows the temporal variation of EEJ strength 
on the storm day (blue) along with five International Quiet Days (IQDs) average value (black). On the 
December 20 around at ∼03:30 UT, EEJ values were fluctuating between ±50 nT and coinciding with the 
turnings of IMF Bz suggesting the penetration of eastward and westward electric fields from high latitude 
to equator in the undershielding and overshielding conditions. In Figure, shaded regions are indicative of 
the signatures of PP and DD electric fields.

3.2. Ionospheric Response as Seen by Chain of Ionosondes at Tirunelveli/Hyderabad/Allahabad

Now in this section, we present ionospheric response during the main and recovery phases of the geomag-
netic storm on December 20–21, 2015 as seen by the CADI ionosondes. Figure 2a shows the variation of 
virtual height (h′F, in km) of F layer in red color during 12:00–12:00 IST (06:30–06:30 UT; IST=UT-5.5) 
on December 20–21, 2015 along with mean variation of h′F at every 15 min on entire month of December 
2015 shown in blue color with error bars. The light black color scatter plots show the variations of h′F 
during the month of December and bold black color lines representing the onset and duration of spread-F 
irregularities. The orange color shaded regions show the time of twin PRE in the post-sunset and height 
enhancement in the morning hours (morning hours PRE). Figure  2b depicts the height-time-frequency 
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(HTF) variation at different frequencies, ranging from 4.0 to 9.0 MHz. This Figure 2b also shows nicely the 
rise of height in the post-sunset and post-midnight with smaller oscillations throughout night. From both 
Figures 3a and 3b it can be seen that the height rise at twin times is ∼400 and 375 km respectively (see point 
1 and 2) with a dip at ∼20:30 IST is observed between ∼18:00 and 21:00 IST. This dip is reaching its value 
of ∼270 km. Thereafter, h′F shows minor oscillatory behavior in its value during the remaining night time 
between 21:00 and 03:00 IST (shown by points 2, 3, and 4). However, during the pre-sunrise hours at ∼05:30 
IST, a conspicuous enhancement is observed in virtual height where the height reached its maximum alti-
tude of ∼600 km with ∼50 m/sec vertical drift (vertical drift shown in Figure 5a) which is higher than the 
post-sunset drift. This produced ESF irregularities for a brief period in the ionosonde observations. Usually, 
the post sunset height is higher. But this much rise in the dawn sector in the virtual height was not seen 
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Figure 1. Solar and geomagnetic activity indices namely (a) solar wind pressure, (b) solar wind velocity (SW), (c) 
Interplanetary magnetic field (IMF Bz) (blue) &, Interplanetary electric field (IEF) (red), (d) auroral electrojet index 
(AE), (e) symmetric component of ring current (SYM-H), and (f) equatorial electrojet (EEJ) strength (blue), five 
international quiet days (IQDs) mean value of EEJ (black) for the period of December 19–21, 2015. The shaded vertical 
boxes during the 12:00–18:00 IST and 21:00–03:00 IST indicate the presence of disturbances.
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during any other storm time and any other quiet days during the entire month. We could also examine all 
the days during the whole year in 2015 to see whether such height rise were observed but concluded that 
none of the day's height could rose to this much in altitude in the dawn sector except on this day that is on 
December 21, 2015. So, this day appears to be interesting case to study.

Figures 3a–3f shows the temporal variation of (left) virtual height and (right) foF2 (MHz) at three ion-
osonde stations namely Tirunelveli, Hyderabad and Allahabad during 11:30–11:30 IST (06:00–06:00 UT; 
IST = UT + 5.5 h) on December 20–21, 2015 along with mean variation of h′F as obtained at every 15 min 
on five international Quiet Days (IQDs) which is shown in blue color error bars, bold black color lines 
representing the onset and durations of spread-F irregularities and pink color shaded regions show simulta-
neous height enhancement at all the three stations during evening and morning hours. In December 2015, 
five IQDs are 03, 04, 18, 28, and 30. From the Figure it can be seen that ionospheric height is enhanced 
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Figure 2. Temporal variation of nighttime ionospheric parameters namely (a) Virtual height (h′F) in km (red) along 
with mean of h′F on entire month of December 2015 (light black color scatter plots show h′F and blue color line with 
error bars shows the mean value of h′F) at Tirunelveli. The shaded vertical boxes during the 17:00–23:00 IST and 01:00–
07:00 IST indicate the evening and pre-sunrise hour height enhancement. (b) The variation of Range-Time-Frequency 
(RTF) at frequencies between 4 and 9 MHz on December 20–21, 2015.
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simultaneously at all three stations under undershielding and overshielding electric field conditions at 
∼13:00 and 15:00 UT (18:30 and 20:30 IST) in the pre-midnight hours as indicated by the peaks 1 and 2. 
At the same time, foF2 also shows density variations at all the stations. However, the amplitude of density 
oscillations was significantly higher at Hyderabad. Also it can be seen that ionospheric heights were show-
ing oscillatory behavior throughout the night at all the three latitudes that is, associated with substorm 
activity at times. However, these oscillations were dominant mainly at Allahabad followed by Hyderabad 
and Tirunelveli. During the local midnight hours that is at around 17:30 (23:30 IST) and 20:00 (01:30 IST) 
UT, the first ionospheric height enhancement over Allahabad (indicated by the peak 3 and 4 in Figure 3a) 
can be seen and after ∼1 h delay, such enhancement can be seen over Hyderabad at ∼18:30 and 21:00 UT 
(indicated by the peak 3 and 4 in Figure 3b). At the same time, foF2 also shows density enhancements at 
all the stations simultaneously. At the dawn sector, Tirunelveli showed lowest density as compared to other 
two stations where density increased. But at Tirunelveli, Hyderabad and Allahabad, significant height os-
cillations were noticed at dawn sector. During the Pre-sunrise hours, ionospheric height is almost simulta-
neously enhanced over all the three stations at ∼05:30 IST. The height and density oscillations were having 
good correlation at all the three stations. It also can be seen that spread F at Allahabad is observed mainly in 
the dawn sector whereas at Tirunelveli and Hyderabad, it is seen at both dawn and dusk sectors. This sug-
gest that these spread F structures at Allahabad could be independent of equatorial type spread F. Rather 
it can be of local/mid-latitude type structures which are excited due to storm induced height oscillations. 
In order to investigate further on these structures, we scaled the ionogram at isoheights for all the three 
stations. Figures 4a–4c shows the temporal variation of isoheights during 12:30–06:30 UT (18:00–12:00 IST) 
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Figure 3. Shows temporal variation of (left) ionospheric height (virtual height (h′F)) in km and (right) foF2 (MHz) 
at Tirunelveli (bottom), Hyderabad (middle) and Allahabad (top) over Indian region [(a) h′F in km (red) and five 
international quiet days (IQDs) mean value (blue) of h′F at Allahabad, (b) h′F in km (red) at Hyderabad, and (c) h′F in 
km (red) at Tirunelveli]. The shaded vertical boxes during the 17:00–22:00 IST and 01:00–07:00 IST indicate the height 
enhancements during evening and pre-sunrise hours.
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at Tirunelveli (bottom), Hyderabad (middle) and Allahabad (top) as scaled at 250–450 km at 25 km resolu-
tion. The different colors indicate different heights. Here spread F duration is denoted at the bottom of the 
figure. It can be seen from the figure that there is a large variation in the density at all the stations. These 
density oscillations appear to be highly coherent at all the stations. To understand more about the sources 
for these density variations, we further compare equatorial vertical drifts with AE and IMF Bz variations in 
the next figure.

3.3. Equatorial Plasma Vertical/Zonal Drifts and Their Variations

Figures 5a–5d shows the diurnal variation of vertical and zonal plasma drifts along with AE and IMF Bz 
variations from 11:30 IST on December 20 to 11:30 IST on December 21, 2015. In Figure 5a we show the 
vertical plasma drift (red) as obtained from Doppler drift mode of CADI ionosonde at 4 MHz frequency 
for the better trend and continuity along with dh′F/dt drift (red) as calculated by the rate of change of F 
layer virtual height (h′F) which is again from the CADI ionosonde. The zonal plasma drift (blue) which is 
also obtained from ionosonde is shown in next subplot (b). Figure 5c shows AE indices (blue) along with 
smoothed AE variation (red) for better comparison as obtained by Savitzky–Golay (SG) algorithm (Savitzky 
& Golay, 1964). The advantage of SG algorithm is its ability to suppress the noise with less distortion of 
original signal. The bottom side panel in Figure shows IMF Bz variations. From this Figure, we can see 
that slow variations in both vertical and zonal plasma drifts shows similar variations as that of AE In-
dex but anti-correlated each other at times. The shaded regions show drift variations from evening to next 
day morning between ∼17:30 and 07:30 IST. The shaded region between ∼17:30 and 22:30 IST show the 
first peak of PRE vertical drift enhancement at ∼18:30 IST where vertical drift is enhanced upto ∼30 m/
sec upward (eastward electric field) and turned downward (westward electric field) at ∼19:00 IST reached 
upto ∼45 m/sec and again turned upward at ∼21:00 IST. Similarly, the zonal drift shows weak west ward 
drifts in the evening hours with several oscillations afterward but they are anti-correlated with vertical 
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Figure 4. Shows the temporal variation of nighttime F region density variations at isoheights at Tirunelveli (bottom), 
Hyderabad (middle) and Allahabad (top) stations respectively on December 20–21, 2015. The spread F duration is 
shown as black patch at the bottom of the figure.
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drifts oscillations at times as discussed previously. It can be noticed that whenever IMF Bz turns south and 
northward (representing by the downward an upward arrows in the Figures), the vertical plasma drifts are 
also correspondingly either going upward or downward at the same time. Thereafter the vertical drift was 
seen fluctuating with minor oscillations throughout the night until 03:00 IST. At ∼03:30 IST, vertical drift 
started increasing and reached its maximum value of upto ∼50 m/sec at ∼05:30 IST (pre sunrise hours) but 
suddenly turns downward and reached ∼−50 m/sec (∼07:30 IST). The similar type of fluctuations were 
also observed in the AE index; however, their phases were either shifted positively or negatively. During 
the evening hours (shaded region) enhancement and reduction are well correlated to IMF Bz, which is the 
cause of undershielding and overshielding electric field. Interesting point to be noted from the Figure 5 is 
that whenever there is a change is noticed in either AE or IMF Bz in the pre-midnight sector, corresponding 
change is observed in the vertical and zonal drifts. It can be seen that the rising phase of AE index causes 
eastward electric field (upward drifts) but westward zonal drifts penetration, while descending phase caus-
es westward electric field (downward drifts) but eastward zonal drift penetration at magnetic equator. The 
drifts are such that zonal and vertical drifts are anti-correlated to each other. Such anti-correlated equatorial 
plasma oscillations have been reported in Brazilian sector in the past. However, no such correlation is seen 
in the dawn sector. It is possible that the dawn sector rise in the virtual height could be due to eastward dis-
turbance dynamo electric fields associated with peculiar electrodynamics around dawn sector. Also please 
recall that the observation of EEJ strength as shown in Figure 1 suggests that EEJ variations were also seen 
in the post-midnight when vertical drift shows its oscillatory behavior throughout the night. The variations 
in the EEJ strength suggest that they could be related to the equatorial plasma drifts on this night as E region 
conductivity is negligibly small in the post-midnight.
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Figure 5. (a) Shows temporal variation of nighttime F-region vertical Doppler drift (red) at 4 MHz frequency and 
dh′F/dt (green) in m/sec, (b) zonal plasma drift (m/sec) over Tirunelveli as obtained from Canadian advanced digital 
ionosonde (CADI) ionosonde along with (c) corresponding AE (nT) index and smoothed auroral electrojet (AE) index 
(red color) and (d) corresponding variations in interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz (nT) on December 20–21, 2015. 
The shaded regions indicate evening and pre sunrise hours of pre-reversal enhancement (PRE). The upward and 
downward arrows show the variations in in phase and out of phase of drift with interplanetary electric fields (IEFy) and 
AE indices.
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3.4. Wavelet/Cross-Wavelet Analysis on Solar, Geomagnetic and Ionospheric Parameters

As we have seen above that it is possible to have storm time PP electric fields and substorm related electric 
field perturbations in the equatorial drifts when both storm and substorms are present simultaneously. 
Similarly, it is possible to have the role of DD electric fields or disturbance winds or TIDs or combination of 
these forces simultaneously when the storm is prolonged for several hours. However, it may be noted that it 
is possible to separate them to certain extent through application wavelets/cross-wavelets and its coherence 
analysis.

Accordingly, to understand their signatures, we performed further analysis using the Morlet wavelet analy-
sis (Torrence & Compo, 1998). Figures 6a–6f shows the temporal variation of drift and IEFy and AE indices 
(a, b, and c) along with a smoothed curve based on the SG algorithm (red), residual curve (black) and their 
wavelet spectrum (d, e, and f) on their residuals between 17:30 and 07:30 IST on December 20–21, 2015. 
From the Figure (in shaded region and orange) it can be seen clearly that residual of vertical drift believed 
to be correlated with residuals of both AE and IEFy at times (showed in the pink color shaded region). The 
wavelet spectrum analysis shows smaller and larger dominant periods with period of ∼20 and 50–70 min in 
drift, IEFy and AE indices. The vertical drift shows dominant periods at ∼20 min at ∼18:30,21:00 and 04:00 
IST, but 50–70 min between 20:00 and 00:00 IST, thereafter ∼40 min between ∼03:00 and 07:00 IST ∼30–
70 min (Figure 6d), IEFy shows ∼15–70 min between ∼18:00–22:00 IST and ∼40–70 min between 02:00 
and 07:30 IST (Figure 6e), and AE index shows the ∼40–70 min between ∼20:00–02:00 and 04:30–07:00 IST 
(Figure 6f).

From the above figures, we note that it is difficult to identify which factor is playing dominant role using 
wavelet alone as both were having near similar periods. Accordingly, we examined the cross wavelets and 
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Figure 6. (a–c) the blue color lines show the variations in vertical drift, solar wind velocity, and interplanetary electric fields (IEFy) between 17:30 and 07.30 
IST on December 20–21, 2015, red color lines represent smoothed value of respective parameter and black color lines represent residual value. The shaded 
vertical boxes indicate the in phase and out of phase variations of residual value of drift, IEFy and auroral electrojet (AE), and (d–f) (left) Morlet wavelet 
spectrum analysis during the same period between 17:30 and 07.30 IST of respective parameters.
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coherence analysis using wavelet coherence (e.g., Marques de Souza et al., 2018). This technique has been 
widely used in geophysical applications to identify the source region. The cross-wavelet analysis is useful 
to identify the times when the two parameters such as drifts and IEFy are having same period. But, wavelet 
coherence between these two parameters can suggest whether they are in phase or out of phase. According 
to this, their periods could be similar but their coherence may not be similar suggesting that their phase is 
either advanced or delayed. Figures 7a–7b shows the cross wavelet and wavelet coherence analysis of verti-
cal plasma drift between (a) IEFy and (b) AE index. Figure 7a shows common dominant periods of ∼20 min 
at ∼18:00–21:00 IST between drift and electric fields, which are not common with AE index (in Figure 7b). 
From the Figures 7a and 7b it can be seen clearly that dominant common periods are ∼20–70 min between 
∼20:00 and 23:00 IST and ∼20–70 min between 03:00 and 06:00 IST. However, wavelet coherence analysis 
shows ∼15–30 min periods are in same phase between drift and IEFy at ∼18:30–20:00 IST. But these peri-
ods are out of phase with AE as shown in the region 1 between black and red horizontal lines. Thereafter 
vertical drift and AE index are having same periods with period of ∼60 min at 20:00 IST and out of phase 
with IEFy as shown in region 2 between two horizontal red lines. The period of ∼60 min is same for verti-
cal drift, IEFy and AE indices at ∼20:30–23:00 IST and period of ∼20 min are also common for them and 
in same phase (region-3 between two red and black horizontal lines). This analysis suggest that the first 
peak of PRE is correlated to the fast fluctuations (∼20–30 min periods, which are in same phase) in the 
interplanetary electric field, however the second peak of PRE is associated with combined effect of AE and 
IEFy (where dominant periods ∼60 min are in same phase with AE and IEFy). This can be noticed through 
wavelet coherence observations. However, interestingly, only AE indices having ∼60 min period are show-
ing dominant signature in the wavelet coherence. But as this time falls under recovery phase, there might 
be disturbance electric fields and winds at play. Accordingly, we believe that during the pre-sunrise hours 
vertical drift enhancement as seen here could be caused by strong eastward disturbance electric field asso-
ciated with AE and disturbance dynamo electric field effect in association with some peculiar local dawn 
sector electrodynamic phenomenon linked with this storm. Accordingly, drifts in the dawn sector could be 
related to the electric field fluctuations in the auroral latitudes that are causing this sudden enhancement at 
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Figure 7. Cross-wavelet (Morlet) analysis between drift (residual) and residual of (a) interplanetary electric fields (IEFy), (b) auroral electrojet (AE) index, and 
wavelet coherence between drift (residual) and residual of (c) IEFy, and (d) AE index between 17:30 and 07:30 IST on December 20–21, 2015. Region-1 (between 
black and red vertical lines) shows times when ∼30 min period in drift are similar/in phase with IEFy but out of phase with AE, region-2 indicates times when 
(between two vertical lines) ∼60 min period in drift are similar/in phase with AE but out of phase with IEFy, and region-3 represents times when ∼20 and 
60 min periods are similar/in phase between drift, IEF and AE.
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∼60 min period which is in coherence. From the above analysis it is found that ∼30 min periods are associ-
ated with IEFy and ∼60 min periods are caused either by AE or by both IEFy and AE.

As CADI drifts in early morning or dawn sector could be contaminated by errors due to non-availability 
of many reflecting or scattering regions, we examined the ion density and their vertical drifts over Indian 
sector by DMSP satellite located at the altitude range of ∼850 km on December 20, 2015 as shown in Fig-
ures 8a–8d. While ion density variations as a function of time is shown in Figure 8a (top; left), vertical drift 
variations of the ion motion as a function of latitude, longitude and time are shown in Figures 8b–8d. From 
the figure, it can be seen that vertical drifts as measured by DMSP also shows upward in the dawn sector 
over Indian sector indicating that ionosonde measured vertical drifts are indeed correct and is not artifact 
of the measurements. The magnitude of the drifts also matches very well with satellite observations. Also 
the ion density shows several fluctuations in Figure 8a during the same time suggesting that plasma bubbles 
were indeed present in the dawn sector.

The ground and space based observations show signs of early morning drift enhancement as compared to 
that of the evening hours over the Indian region. Also such enhancement is not seen on other days. Since 
vertical drifts as obtained from ionosonde can be erroneous due to low electron density in the dawn sector, 
we run the TIE-GCM model to obtain the vertical plasma drifts and hmF2 in the dawn sector. Please note 
that the TIE-GCM is a general circulation model that solves full three-dimensional dynamical thermospher-
ic wind equations. The TIE-GCM is a nonlinear, self-consistent 3-D thermospheric–ionospheric model that 
provides low latitude plasma drifts as one of its outputs. The model uses three dimensional momentum, 
energy, and continuity equations for different ions, and neutral species. The model uses 5° × 5° latitude 
and longitude grids as default simulation settings with 29 constant pressure levels in the vertical direction 
covering to from 97 to 500 km. The model takes F10.7solar flux, high latitude electric potentials from Hee-
lis et al. (1982) or Weimer (2005) as inputs. More details about the model can be found in the Dickinson 
et al. (1981), Roble et al. (1988), Richmond et al. (1992), and Qian et al. (2014). This model has been widely 
used for electrodynamic changes during storm time, compositions, and vortex in plasma etc. (e.g., Hagan 
et al., 2007; Qian et al., 2009).

In this study,we utilized TIE-GCM model run to study this magnetic storm between 09:00 UT and 03:00 UT 
on December 20–21, 2015 with default resolution of the model which is 5° by 5° latitude and longitudinal 
(spatial) and 20 min temporal resolution. The Weimer (2005) model inputs used for high latitude poten-
tials. Figures 9a–9c shows the model calculated parameters and virtual height as obtained from the CADI 
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Figure 8. (top) Temporal variation of DMSP satellite measured (a) ion density (cc/cm3), (b) vertical drifts (m/s); 
(bottom) (c) Longitude and (d) Latitude variation of these vertical drifts in the dawn sector on December 20, 2015 
coincides with Doppler drifts from Canadian advanced digital ionosonde (CADI).
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ionosonde over the equatorial station at Tirunelveli. The top panel (a) of the figure shows the variation 
of the TIE-GCM hmF2 (maximum ionization height) in the km with the latitudes over Indian longitude 
at ∼77°E. The pink color line plot shows virtual height variations over the Tirunelveli station. From the 
Figure, we can see clearly that both the model results and observations are showing enhancements in their 
values during the pre-sunrise hours at 00:00 UT (05:30 IST) at around 8.73°N, 77.70°E. During the evening 
hours enhancements also observed in the model hmF2 but this enhancement is not as much as ionosonde. 
The middle panel (b), shows vertical plasma drift variations as calculated by the model over the Indian 
longitudes. In this panel vertical plasma drift enhancements is noticed upto around 45°N latitudes. The first 
vertical plasma drift enhanced over the higher latitudes and after some delay over the lower latitudes. The 
bottom panel (c) of the figure shows latitudinal variations (0°N, 8°N, 17°N, 25°N, 34°N, and 45°N) of the 
model drifts in the northern hemisphere overthe Indian sector. In the figure, one can see the pre-sunrise 
hour drift enhancement as compared to the sunset hour drifts. During the pre-sunrise hours also there is 
delay in ionospheric height enhancement. After post-sunset, the vertical plasma drift oscillations in the 
model are not as significant as seen in the ionosonde drifts. However, such oscillations can be seen in the 
model hmF2 which is not shown here.

The DSMP satellite also showed enhanced vertical drifts during this period with similar magnitude and fluc-
tuations in ion density suggesting the presence of irregularities supports our observations. To understand 
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Figure 9. Shows hmF2 (km), h′F (km) and vertical drifts variations over Indian sector (a) hmF2 (color plot) calculated 
by the thermospheric ionospheric electrodynamics general circulation model (TIE-GCM) and h′F (pink color) obtained 
from Canadian advanced digital ionosonde (CADI) ionosonde at Tirunelveli (8.73°N, 77.70°E), (b) TIE-GCM vertical 
plasma drift (m/sec) variations over Indian sector, and (c) TIE-GCM vertical plasma drifts. The hmF2 and vertical 
plasma drifts calculated at the fixed longitude at ∼77°E and at different latitudes in the northern hemisphere during 
December 20–21, 2015.
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the physical changes in the ionosphere and compare the observed variations in the ionosphere during this 
space weather event, we run the popular physics based TIE-GCM model.

The vertical plasma drift and hmF2 calculated by the model also showed enhancement during the pre-sun-
rise hours. However the night time oscillations are not seen in the mode drift. The simultaneous height 
enhancement during the evening hours and night time oscillations are also observed in the model hmF2 
with less magnitudes (not shown here). So, vertical plasma drifts measured by all CADI ionosonde, DMSP 
satellite and TIE-GCM model show upward enhancement in the dawn sector indicating that the ionosonde 
measured vertical plasma drifts can be reliable and are not artifacts of the measurements. The magnitude of 
the CADI vertical plasma drift also matches very well with the satellite observations.

4. Discussions
The important findings from our results as described earlier are: (a) the twin episodes of PRE separated by 
few 10 s of minutes in the dusk sector over equator where height enhancement/reduction is linked to the 
undershielding/overshielding conditions respectively which are also simultaneously noticed at other lati-
tudes; (b) the unusual height enhancement in the dawn sector due to strong eastward disturbance dynamo 
electric field associated with dawn sector electrodynamics that is, peculiar to this storm, (c) the vertical and 
zonal plasma drifts showing oscillatory behavior throughout the night time with their anticorrelation that 
are associated with substorm activities at times, (d) the periodogram analysis showing dominant periods in 
vertical drift, IEFy and AE index at ∼30 min and 60 min, (e) cross-wavelet and wavelet coherence analysis 
on the vertical drifts, IEFy and AE suggesting that ∼30 min period as seen in drifts are related to IEFy only; 
while ∼60 min period as seen in the vertical drift could be caused by both IEFy and AE related eastward 
electric field penetration. Also we noticed EEJ strength fluctuations in the post-midnight sector that is, 
linked with plasma drift oscillations as seen in the Doppler drift observations.

Now we discuss the causes for storm-time drifts and PRE variations in the pre-midnight hours that deviated 
from the quiet time behavior. As per the Farley et al. (1986), PRE in zonal electric field in the dusk sector 
is believed to be produced by E and F region dynamos under quiet-time conditions. The PRE development 
across the dusk sector has been explained in many articles in the past. Here, we extend it briefly to under-
stand the twin episodes of PRE in the dusk sector. It is driven mostly by eastward zonal neutral winds in 
the F region when blown perpendicular to magnetic field sets up downward polarization electric field or 
vertical upward Pedersen current when E regions at conjugate point simultaneously undergo sunset lead-
ing to the conductivity gradients across the longitudes. The vertical polarization electric field so developed 
maps to low latitudes due to equipotential field lines and drives westward Hall currents in the low latitude 
E region. However, this produces polarization electric field due to presence of conductivity gradient across 
the E region terminators in the dusk sector. This polarization electric field maps back to F region and 
causes first upward drift (nightside) and then downward drift (dayside). The same mechanism has been 
invoked to explain the dawn sector PRE by many (Kelley et  al.,  2014). However, in this case, eastward 
neutral wind drives downward polarization electric field which drives westward Hall current. Due to pres-
ence of conductivity gradients, this causes accumulation of positive charges across the sunrise terminator 
which again maps back to the F region as upward drift in the sunrise sector. Since dawn sector is usually 
considered as switch over time from the F-region dynamo to E region dynamo, it is possible that both E 
and F region dynamos co-exist simultaneously and can cause complicated electrodynamics in the dawn 
sector. But during geomagnetic storms, the undershielding/overshielding convection electric fields play 
significant role in causing modifications in the h′F (km) and hence PRE drifts. Also due to storm-related 
disturbance dynamo electric fields of eastward/westward polarity can be very strong and opposite to the 
normal quiet time electric fields. This can cause downward drift in the dusk sector but can cause upward 
drifts in the dawn sector. The PP electric field occurs in the low latitude region due to sudden change in the 
polarity of the interplanetary magnetic fields during the magnetic storm (Abdu et al., 1998; Chakrabarty 
et al., 2006; Kikuchi et al., 1996; Sastri et al., 1992; Sekar & Chakrabarty, 2008). The PP can occur more than 
one hour due to the changes in magnetic field configuration due the changes in polar cap potential (Basu 
et al., 2007; Fejer et al., 1990). It is believed that it can penetrate into the low latitude ionosphere without 
shielding for many hours when the magnetic activity continued to intensify and Bz component remains 
southward (Huang et al., 2005). We are interested to know the causes for the twin episodes of PRE over the 
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Tirunelveli at ∼18:30 and 21:00 IST on the December 20, 2015 (shown by the number 1 and 2 respectively 
in the Figure 2). The wavelet analysis suggested that they could be caused by both AE and IEFy. But wavelet 
coherence analysis suggested that first rise and then fall of PRE is related possibly to the prompt penetra-
tion (undershielding) and overshielding electric fields. Using the ROCSAT-1 satellite data for July 15, 2000 
major magnetic storm event, Basu et al. (2001) reported that eastward penetration electric field could be 
associated with IMF Bz southward turning over South Atlantic region. However, for the same geomagnetic 
storm of July 15, 2000, Sastri (2002) reported a sudden reduction of F layer height with reference to quiet 
period over Indian stations at midnight that is, associated with possible westward penetration electric field. 
This suggests that storm can have different effects at different longitude sectors based on the local time. In 
a recent report, Ram Singh and Sripathi (2017) have also shown that the virtual height enhancement/re-
duction could be related to the undershielding/overshielding convection electric fields during the midnight 
sector over Indian stations. However, for the same storm, the strong eastward penetration of electric field in 
the European sector caused strong upward plasma drift in the dusk sector to produce strong scintillations 
(Cherniak & Zakharenkova, 2016).

Next we examine the anti-correlation between zonal and vertical drift oscillations as seen here using basic 
ideas of storm-time low latitude electrodynamics based on Abdu et al. (1998). Based on this model, the low 
latitude vertical/zonal drifts could be controlled mainly by (a) Hall conduction, (b) neutral wind dynamo 
and (c) vertical currents arising from divergence of horizontal (zonal) currents. They suggested that zonal 
drifts can be driven by a vertical Hall electric field which is induced by primary zonal electric field in the E 
region and mapped to the F region through field line mapping as field lines are equipotential. They can also 
cause storm time fluctuations in the zonal drifts (that is anti-correlated to vertical drifts). For this mecha-
nism to operate, significant variation in the ratio of field-line integrated Pedersen conductivity in both E and 
F region is necessary. As per their model, the anti-correlation of westward zonal drifts with upward vertical 
drifts can be due to eastward prompt penetration electric fields. It is also possible to modify the PRE electric 
fields by reducing or increasing the off equatorial E region conductivity. If off-equatorial E region conduc-
tivity could be modified as highs and lows as per the E region electron density, it is possible to modify the 
PRE as lows and highs respectively. But one can ask how enhanced E region electron density is produced in 
the night? It is believed that particle precipitation during geomagnetic storms can modify the E region con-
ductivity and the twin PRE as seen in this storm could be liked to such conductivity gradients. While South 
Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly (SAMA) in South America is famous for enhanced E region ionization due to 
particle precipitation during geomagnetic storms due to weak geomagnetic field, it is not clear whether 
such enhanced particle precipitation over Indian longitude is also possible and whether they could led to 
this twin episodes of PRE as there is no such magnetic anomaly over India. Alternately, if zonal winds and 
wind shears can modify the Es layer and hence E region conductivity, it is also possible to observe such twin 
PREs during storms. Santos et al. (2016) have investigated zonal and vertical drifts using both observations 
and simulations and proved that zonal and vertical drifts can arise from competition between zonal neutral 
winds, Hall conduction and E region conductivity gradients. They suggested that the Pedersen conductivity 
weighted zonal winds arising from F layer density, Hall and Pedersen field line integrated conductivities 
and additional ionization in the nighttime E region that modifies the conductivity ratios are believed to 
play significant roles in the vertical and zonal drift oscillations under forcing by storm time penetration 
electric fields. It is believed that the zonal plasma drift follows thermospheric zonal winds when E region 
conductivity is very small. Accordingly, here westward drifts as seen in the present case could be indicative 
of westward thermospheric winds. But the anti-correlation between vertical and zonal drifts as seen here 
exists only if the penetrating zonal electric field induces a Hall conduction and by vertical current flow aris-
ing from divergence of horizontal currents. The storm-time thermospheric zonal winds at low latitudes be-
come westward and they drive westward plasma drift. However, it is believed that many cases of westward 
plasma drifts in the post-sunset are unrelated to westward thermospheric winds but can be driven entirely 
by prompt penetration electric fields. They can drive disturbance zonal drifts into either westward or east-
ward direction depending upon penetrating zonal electric fields. Since we see oscillating zonal drifts in our 
present case, we believe that prompt penetrating electric fields dominated the low latitude ionosphere in the 
pre-midnight sector. Since IMF Bz was in southward direction for several hours for this storm, we believe 
that in addition to PP electric fields, DD electric fields are also might be playing role in modifying the low 
latitude ionosphere. Accordingly, the magnetospheric electric fields and disturbance dynamo electric fields 
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are investigated further. The direction of DD electric fields during post-sunset hours is westward which can 
suppress the PRE during this time. However, we have seen the enhancement of upward drifts in the evening 
hours which is opposite to the zonal plasma drifts. So, we believe that rather than westward neutral winds 
that drive thermospheric wind dynamo due to disturbance wind dynamo effect, prompt penetration east-
ward electric field through their effect of induced vertical Hall electric fields are driving plasma in westward 
direction. Such effects have been noticed over Brazilian sector. As per the current understanding, if there 
are no disturbance electric fields due to disturbance wind dynamo effect, usually, eastward penetration 
(undershielding effect) in the sunset sector leads to increase of the virtual height. But if westward electric 
field is penetrated (overshielding effect), it leads to reduction of virtual height. However, if the southward 
turning of the IMF Bz is prolonged for long time like the one we have presented here, it is possible that we 
may see combination of PP and DD effects simultaneously. So, the double PRE as seen in the present obser-
vations in the pre-midnight could be due to the impact of undershielding and overshielding electric fields 
along with westward DD electric field.

Now we examine why sudden decrease of PRE immediately after first PRE and then again increased during 
the pre-midnight hours based on periodogram analysis. Earle and Kelley (1987) and Gonzales et al. (1979) 
have studied the frequency dependent shielding between ionosphere and magnetosphere. They investigat-
ed the geomagnetic storm event during 17–18 February 1976 and found the significant dominance of 1.0 h 
periodicity in the southward component (Bz) of IMF as well as in the electric fields at auroral and dip equa-
torial stations. On the other hand, Sastri et al. (2000) reported periodicities in the range of 25–35 min in 
the F region vertical plasma drifts (driven by zonal electric field) during nighttime over dip equator. They 
suggested that these periods are in coherence with the variations in the Bz component of interplanetary 
magnetic field as well as with the variations in the substorm activity index namely AE. In our observation, 
Figure 6 also shows ∼20–35 min as a dominant period in IEFy but ∼60 min period as a dominant in both 
IEFy and AE index, which seems to be affecting the F region ionosphere over equatorial latitudes at times. 
Chakrabarty et al. (2008) also presented simultaneous presence of IEFy and substorm effects on equatorial 
F layer in the pre-midnight sector. They showed that the variation in virtual height follows the slowly var-
ying component of the AE index and fast fluctuations (∼42 min, periods) in the equatorial F layer vertical 
plasma drift corresponding to the zonal electric field which is mostly controlled by IEFy variations. Using 
the periodogram and phase spectral analysis, they have explained the distinct effects of IEFy and AE index 
in the equatorial F layer height. They suggested that the out of phase relationship between drift and IEFy 
residuals is possibly due to the eastward perturbation electric field (overshielding electric fields), how-
ever, in phase relationship between drift and AE is related to substorm activity intensification of auroral 
electrojet current systems. In our analysis (in Figure 6), we presented the effect of IEFy electric field and 
substorm driven electric fields on the equatorial F region vertical drift. During the dusk sector, when ver-
tical drift varies between ±∼30 m/sec (Figure 5), wavelet analysis show ∼30 and ∼60 min periods in drift, 
IEFy and AE index. The wavelet coherence analysis between residual drift and IEFy showed good phase 
relationship with dominant periods of ∼30 and 60 min at ∼18:30 and 21:00 ISTon December 20 (Figure 7c), 
but at the same time ∼30 min periods are out of phase with AE. At around 20:00 IST, 30 min periods are 
out of phase between drift, IEFy and AE, but at the same time, ∼60 min period is in same phase with AE 
but out of phase with IEFy. The periods of ∼60 min in vertical drift at ∼21:00 IST are in same phase as that 
of IEFy and AE. So, periods of ∼30 min at ∼18:30 on December 20 are mainly due to the IEFy. However, 
∼60 min period between ∼20:00 and 23:00 IST is believed to be related to combined effect of both IEFy 
and AE index. The oscillations as seen in the EEJ strength also suggest that they could be linked to such 
electric field oscillations.

Now we will explore the causes for anomalous vertical drifts during dawn sector that causes pre-sunrise 
spread F irregularities. Since virtual height went up to as high as ∼600 km during this period, we believe 
that the plasma irregularities as seen during this period could be generated at the dawn sector only and 
are unlikely to be related to post-sunset electrodynamics. But this much height rise is a surprise as such 
rise is not seen during entire month and entire year. So, it is very unique event. To understand this, we 
have explored several possible mechanisms including the role of winter season. Somayajulu et al. (1991) 
have investigated the equatorial F layer height and vertical drifts derived using ionosonde during a geo-
magnetic storm event. In their observations, it is seen that height rise of ∼590 km similar to the current 
event. Their observations showed the possibility of drift velocities reaching as high as ∼100 m/s in the 
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dawn sector. Using magnetometer observations from high, mid and low latitudes, they suggested that 
substorm related electric fields could be responsible for such rise in the drift velocity. Interestingly, it is 
seen that their observations also correspond to November which is same season as present observations. 
So, it is possible that ionosphere during winter solstice could be conducive for mapping of electric fields 
without much attenuation to the equator in dawn sector which ultimately causes the height to rise. Based 
on San Marco D satellite, Aggson et al. (1995) have reported that enhancement in eastward electric field 
near the pre-sunrise period do occur in the equatorial F-region. They found that enhancement in zonal 
electric field appears to correlate seasonally with magnetic field configuration. Nicolls et al. (2006) sug-
gested that it is not necessary that eastward electric field produce an upward enhancement in vertical 
plasma drift because sometimes upward drifts are enhanced due to decreasing westward electric field 
in conjunction with sufficient recombination. Anomalous enhancement of eastward zonal electric field 
in the sunrise sector using San Marco D satellite were found to be similar to evening PRE drifts (Aggson 
et al., 1995). They suggested that such enhancement is found to be more during winter and low solar 
activity periods. Since our observations presented here correspond to winter, present results support the 
above proposed mechanism. Based on C/NOFS drift and ion density observations, Kelley et al. (2014) also 
suggested that dawn sector increase in vertical drift could be similar to dusk sector electrodynamics. They 
suggested that polarization electric fields in the dawn sector could be generated under eastward electric 
field. This can lead to the development of pre-sunrise drifts. During the magnetically quiet and solar 
minimum conditions, Zhang et al.  (2015) have reported a statistical study of occurrence of equatorial 
ionospheric vertical plasma drift enhancement near sunrise period using ROCSAT-1 observations. They 
suggested that enhancement in vertical plasma drift near sunrise period is most frequent in June sol-
stice and least frequent in December solstice. They also said it may depend on the magnetic declination. 
Zhang et al. (2016) later showed using ground based digisonde over Jicamarca that sunrise vertical drift 
enhancement can lift the F2 layer peak to very high altitude which can ultimately be seen as F3 layers in 
the topside and the F2 layer peak density tend to decrease as compared to days having no such pre-sunrise 
enhancements. However, we didn't see any F3 layers during this period. It may be mentioned that we also 
examined the ion density and ion vertical drifts as measured by in situ DMSP satellite at ∼850 km altitude 
in the dawn sector over

India on December 20–21, 2015 to re-confirm that what we observe in ionosonde drifts in the dawn sector 
is indeed accurate and reliable. The DSMP satellite measurements also showed enhanced vertical drifts 
during this period with near similar magnitude and fluctuations in ion density suggesting presence of irreg-
ularities supports that our observations are reliable.

Under the geomagnetic disturbed conditions, Reddy et al. (1990) presented role of magnetospheric sub-
storm related disturbance electric fields over the mid and low latitude ionosphere. They suggested that 
enhancement in virtual height (h′F) of F layer during post-midnight to morning hours could be affected by 
two possibilities. One possibility is through the generation of large secondary electric fields at auroral lat-
itudes. They suggested that whenever such large secondary electric fields are generated in the ionosphere 
at auroral and subauroral latitudes during substorms which are higher than externally imposed primary 
convection electric fields, they can affect the equatorial electrodynamics in the dawn sector. The second 
possibility could be that secondary polarization electric field may be generated in the inner magnetosphere 
on the nightside during substorm due to impulsive injection and spatially non uniform drift motion of 
energetic ions. Under these conditions, it is possible that secondary polarization electric field can affect 
the equatorial ionosphere and can push the F layer to very higher altitudes. Since we don't see good corre-
lation of drifts with IEFy, it is possible that secondary electric fields might play dominant role than exter-
nally imposed magnetospheric electric fields leading to the drift enhancement in the dawn sector. Sastri 
et al. (1997) have made a comparative study under a geomagnetic storm using simultaneous Kodaikanal 
and Fortaleza vertical drifts along with H and D components of asymmetric ring current (ASY-H and 
ASY-D) to suggest that electric field polarity gets opposite in nature during growth and recovery phases of 
ring current intensification which manifest as westward and eastward electric field. Accordingly, the re-
sults suggest that virtual height (h′F) enhancement near pre sunrise periods at ∼05:30 IST could be related 
to effect of substorm driven polarization electric field and eastward DD electric fields that are linked with 
unique dawn sector electrodynamics due to this storm process as all the stations showed enhancement 
simultaneously.
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5. Summary
We have presented the storm-time electrodynamics of the equatorial and low latitude ionosphere in 
the nighttime due to long lasting geomagnetic storm event of December 19–21, 2015 using chain of 
ionosonde observations from equator to low latitude stations. We observed large variations in density, 
in the vertical/zonal drifts as well as height oscillations throughout the night in response to storm time 
modifications in the electrodynamics. Also we observed anticorrelation between vertical and zonal drifts 
as reported in Brazilian sector. Accordingly the role of vertical polarization electric field due to prompt 
penetration zonal electric fields in causing the anti-correlation of zonal and vertical drifts is discussed. 
In addition, we also discussed several other possibilities for the drift oscillations. We performed wavelet, 
cross wavelet and wavelet coherence analysis using interplanetary, geomagnetic and ionospheric data 
to identify the sources for these oscillations. From this analysis, the following important points emerge: 
(a) good association of twin episodes of PRE between at ∼18:00 and 22:00 IST is identified with un-
dershielding and overshielding electric fields respectively, (b) the results suggest that height increase of 
upto ∼600 km in the dawn sector and subsequent occurrence of plasma irregularities could be due to 
strong eastward disturbance dynamo electric field fluctuations linked with peculiar electrodynamics in 
the dawn sector, (c) the vertical and zonal drift oscillations in the pre-midnight on December 20 could 
be due to the combined storm-substorm effects, (d) the cross wavelet analysis suggest that equatorial 
plasma drifts are correlated mainly with IEFy at shorter periods (<30 min) but longer (∼60 min) periods 
are correlated with IEFy and AE activity at intervals. The wavelet coherence analysis also suggests that 
such relations do exists with high coherence. So, the important conclusion that emerges from this study 
is that it is difficult to distinguish the PP and DD electric field effects if both are present simultaneously 
using cross wavelets; however, it is possible to distinguish the effect of IEFy and AE to some extent using 
wavelet coherence analysis. (e) the satellite observations and model (TIE-GCM) analysis near the dawn 
sector further confirms that vertical plasma drift enhancements could be affected by the storm induced 
disturbance dynamo electric fields.

Data Availability Statement
Solar wind and geomagnetic indices data are available from the NASA CDAWeb (http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.
gov.), and World Data Center (WDC), Kyoto University, Japan (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp). The com-
plete outputs of TIE-GCM simulations for December 19–21, 2015 storm are available in the public of the 
Community Coordinated Modeling Center website (https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov). The CADI ionosonde data 
presented in this paper can be accessed at http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5087361.
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